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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1983, the authors published a paper [lo] on an invariance principle 
for finite delay functional differential equations (FDEs). In [9], T. Krisztin 
and the authors extended many of the ideas of [lo] to include FDEs with 
infinite d lay. The basic results in both [9] and [lo] centered around the 
use of Liapunov-Razumikhin techniques and the location of positive limit 
sets of precompact orbits. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the results of [9] and to 
provide several examples to illustrate he main theorems. Of particular 
interest will be to establish asymptotic onstancy of solutions of equations 
for which each constant function is itself a solution. This idea was one of 
the main themes in [lo] but was not examined in [9]. Likewise, we will see 
how a family of spaces (as opposed to a single phase space) can be useful 
in examining certain equations (cf. Example 3.4). 
In considering the use of limit sets in conjunction with Razumikhin 
techniques and invariance principles for infinite d lay equations, there are 
several difficulties that are encountered. These include: (i) choice of 
space(s); (ii) precompactness of orbits; and (iii) appropriate comparison 
principles. These topics are discussed individually in [ 11, [7], and [8], 
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respectively. We will give a more detailed account of them as needed in the 
remaining sections of this paper. For now, though, we provide a brief 
introduction to the general setting used throughout the paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 1.1 denote an KY-norm. We assume: 
IEB is a real vector space either (i) of continuous functions that 
map (-co, 0] into R” with c$=$ in B if ~(X)=+(S) on 
(- 00, 0] or (ii) of measurable functions that map (- co, 0] into 
R” with elements 4= @ (or 4 is equivalent to ti) in 5 if 
4(s) = $(s) almost everywhere on (- co, 0] and d(O) = I&O). (1) 
B is endowed with a norm denoted by 1.1 B. (2) 
B is complete with respect o 1.1 8. (3) 
Thus, ITS, equipped with norm 1.1 liB is a Banach space. We denote this 
space by (B, I . I & or simply B, whenever no confusion can result. 
If x:(-co,A)+R”, O<A<co, then, for any t in [O,A), define 
x,:(-co,O]+R” by 
x,(s) = x(t + s), s d 0. 
For a given t > 0, x, is the translation of x on (-co, t] back to 
( - co, 01, and x0 is merely the restriction, x I(_ 3c,o,, of x to ( - co, 01. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A space B (as defined above) is said to be admissible 
whenever there exist constants K, J> 0 and a continuous function 
M: [O, co) --P [0, co) such that the following conditions hold. 
Let OQa<A<cn. If x:(-co,A) -+ R” is defined on ( - co, A) and 
continuous on [a, A) with x, in B, then, for all t in [a, A), 
x,EB; 
x, is continuous in t with respect o / . I IB ;
Ix,IBGK max I.+)l +Wt-a) Ix,lg; UCS<l 
and 
Id( G J 141 is for all 4 in IB. 
We wish to consider autonomous FDEs of the form 
(Bl) 
WI 
(B3) 
(B4) 
x’(t) =fb,), (2.1) 
where x’(t) denotes the right-hand erivative of x with respect o t for t 2 0. 
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Let El be an admissible space with D an open subset of B. We assume 
throughout that f satisfies 
f: D + R" is continuous and maps bounded 
subsets of D into bounded sets in R" 
(i.e., f is completely continuous on D). 
Also, we consider initial conditions of the form 
x,=c,h~D (2.2) 
so that the combination (2.1)-(2.2) will comprise a typical initial value 
problem (IVP). (See [S] for a discussion of the finite delay setting.) 
DEFINITION 2.2. A function x: (-cc, c() + R”, 0 < CI 6 cc, is said to be a 
solution of the (IVP) (2.1)-(2.2) on [0, LX) if: 
(i) x is continuous on [0, a), 
(ii) x0 = 4, and 
(iii) x satisfies (2.1) on [0, a). 
A solution x of (2.1)-(2.2) often will be denoted by x(d) (or x( t, $)), so 
x0(d) = 9. 
At this stage, there are several comments regarding the hypotheses on B 
and f that are in order. As a starting point, it should be emphasized that 
the Banach space requirement imposed on B is stronger than necessary. 
We could just as well follow along the lines of the fundamental paper of 
Hale and Kato [ 1 l] and stipulate that B be a real vector space equipped 
with a semi-norm and certain hypotheses closely related to (Bl)-(B4). 
Likewise, we merely could require that B be a metric space and employ the 
conditions (again, related to (Bl )-(B4)) of Kappel [ 121. We have chosen 
the Banach space setting since this allows us to simplify our exposition 
without destroying the important ingredients of the general theory. 
Also, it should be mentioned that the admissible space properties 
provide standard existence-uniqueness-continuous dependence-continua- 
tion theory for (2.1). For instance, any IVP (2.1)-(2.2) has solution x
defined on some interval [0, c(), 0 =z a < m. Moreover, the property that f 
maps bounded sets into bounded sets assures that, if D = [tB and if x is a 
noncontinuable solution of (2.1) on [0, a) such that (x,: 0 < t < a} is 
contained in a closed and bounded subset of B, then a = co. 
Proofs of the results (under slightly different hypotheses) stated in the 
above paragraph may be found in [ 111. Also, for additional comments we 
refer to an extensive survey given in Corduneanu and Laksmikantham [4]. 
For the remainder of this section, we discuss two important classes of 
admissible spaces. 
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 
g : ( - co, 0] -+ [ 1, co) be a continuous nonincreasing 
function on ( - cc, 0] such that g(0) = 1, (81) 
and let C, denote the space of continuous functions that map (- cc, 0) 
into R" such that 
SUP Ms)l/&) < cx3. 
SSO 
Then C, equipped with norm 
141, := Mc,=suP I&)l/s(s) 
SSO 
is a Banach space (cf., e.g., Corduneanu [3, Sect. 1.1 ]), and we write 
cg=ccg> IH,). 
It is well known that, without additional restrictions, C, is not 
admissible. An example to illustrate his is the special case g(s) = 1 on 
(- co, 01, which yields the space BC of bounded continuous functions that 
map (-co, OJ into R" with sup norm. (See Seifert [16] and Haddock [6] 
for more details.) However, it is still informative to examine conditions 
(Bl), (B3), and (B4) with respect o this space. For example, since g is 
nonincreasing and g(0) = 1, it is easy to see that (B4) holds with J= 1. To 
investigate (Bl ) and (B3), let x, be in C, and suppose x is continuous on 
[a, A), where a < A 6 co. From condition (gl) it follows that, for any t in 
[a, A), 
Ix,I g = SUP Ix(t + ~)lk(~) 
SGO 
= sup IX(S)lldJ - t) 
s < I 
sup w)llg(~ - t) + SUP IX(~Nl& - f) 
aGs4r s<o 
d SUP Ix(s)l +sup Cg(s-a)lds- ~)lCIx(~)llg(~-~)l a<s<t *<a 
= SUP Ix(s)l + SUP CdsYg(a + s - t)l Clx(a + s)l/g(s)l 
O<S<l SGO 
G SUP I-e)l + SUP IX,(~)llS(~) 
a<s<t SGO 
G SUP Ix(s)l + Ixalg. (2.3) 
a<s<r 
Thus, (B3) holds for K= 1 and M(t) = 1 on [0, cc ). Clearly, (Bl ) holds 
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since x, is continuous (as a function of r ) on ( - co, 0] and 
sup,<0 Ix,(s)llg(s) < a. 
Remark 2.1. We were able to choose M(t) = 1 above due to the 
inequality 
&)/da + s - t) < 1, t 3 a. (2.4) 
Occasionally, we can use the left hand side of (2.4) to improve this choice 
of the function M. For instance, if g(s) := exp( - ys), for some y > 0, we can 
choose M(t) =exp( -yt), which tends to zero as t + co. We mention the 
significance ofthis in Section 3. 
As was already indicated, we need additional restrictions with respect o 
C, in order to generate an admissible space. With this in mind, consider 
the following subspace of C,. 
UC, = { f$ E C, : d/g is uniformly continuous on ( - 00, 0] }. (2.5) 
We assume this space is supplied with norm 1.1 g. Clearly, if g(s) = 1 on 
(- co, 01, then UC, is the space BUC of bounded uniformly continuous 
functions on (- co, 0] with sup norm. 
Theorem 2.1 below is the main result regarding admissible spaces of 
continuous functions. Although the result has already been mentioned in 
the literature (cf. [6, 7, 9]), this represents its first formal presentation. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let g satisfy condition (81). If 
Cg(s + u)lg(s)l + 1 uniformlyon(-oo,O]asu-+O--, (@I 
then UC, = (UC,, 1 .I g) is admissible. 
Proof As was the case with C,, (B4) holds with J= 1 and (B3) follows 
from the inequalities in (2.3) with M(t) EKE 1. 
To establish (Bl) and (B2), let us, for the sake of simplicity, set a = 0 in 
Definition 2.1, and suppose x0 E UC, with x continuous on [0, A), 
O<A<co. 
To prove (Bl ) we first note that (g2) implies 
g( t + s)/g(s) is uniformly continuous on ( - cc, - t] for each t 2 0. (2.6) 
Let TV [0, A). We wish to show that X,E UC,. From (2.3), 
SUP Ix,(s)llg(s) G max Ix(s)l + lx01 g< *, 
SGO O<S<f 
so it remains only to show that x,/g is uniformly continuous on (- co, 01. 
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Since x,/g is continuous on (-co, 01, it suffices to establish uniform 
continuity on (-co, -I]. Now, for u, v < -t, 
Ix,(uYg(u) -x,(v)lg(v)l 
G Cdl + u)lg(u)l ICx(t + u)lg(f + u)l - Cx(t + u)lg(t + VIII 
+ lCdt+u)lg(u)l- Cg(t+v)ll Ix(~+~)ls(~)l. 
From the properties g(t + u)/g(u) < 1, x(t + u) = x,(t + u) and 
Ix(t + v)/g(t + v)l 6 lx01 g, we see that 
IX,(~V&T(~) - x,(v)lg(v)l 
d I t-x,(~ + u)lg(t + u)l - Cxdt + u)lg(t + VIII 
+ ICg(t+u)lg(u)l- [g(t+v)lg(v)lI Ixolg. 
Using the uniform continuity property in (2.6) together with uniform 
continuity of x0/g on ( - co, 01, we can employ a standard E - 6 argument 
to prove that x,/g is uniformly continuous on (- co, - t]. (We omit the 
details.) Thus, we may conclude that x, E UC, for all t in [0, A); that is, 
(Bl ) is verified. 
To establish (B2), again let x0 be in UC, with x continuous on [0, A), 
0 <A i co. Further, let t* be in [0, A). Slightly abusing function otation, 
we wish to show that Ix,1 g is continuous at t* (right-hand continuous if 
t*=O). Restrict to It--*I <min{l,J,), where &,=min{(A-t*)/2, t*} 
(or 0 < t < min{ 1, A/2} if t* = 0). For such t we have 
IX,-x&=sup (x(t+s)-xx(t* +s)l/g(s) 
SGO 
d sup Ix(t+S)-x(t*+s)l/g(s) 
ss -(r*+ 1) 
+ max Ix(t + s) --x(t* + s)l/g(s) 
-(r*+l)<s<O 
< sup I[X(t*+s+t-t*)g(s+t-t*)]/ 
s< -(t*+l) 
Cg(s+t--*)g(s)--x(t*+s)l/g(s)l 
+ -(r*fly<s40 IX(t+S)--X(t*+s)l/g(s) 
G sup I [x,*(3+ t - t*)/g(s + t - t*) - x,*(s)/g(s)ll 
ss -(t*+l) 
+ ICx&+ t- t*)ll IC&+ t- f*)lds)l- 11 
+ max Ix(t+s)-x(r*+s)/. 
-(t*+l)<S~O 
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Noting that s + t - t* < 0 whenever s < - (t* + 1) and 1 t - t* 1 < 1, we see 
that Ix,.(s + t - t*)/g(s + t - t*)l d Ix,.) g. To complete the proof, let E > 0 
be given. Choose 6 < 6, such that U, u d 0 and IU - uI < 6 imply 
(4 I CX,*~~)ld~)l- Cx,*(~)lg(~)ll < 43 
and 
(b) I Cds + u - o)/g(s)l - 1I < c/(3 IX,* Ig)> 
and sit s2 in [-(t* + l), 0] and Is1 -sZ[ <6 imply 
(cl IXbl) - 4sz)l <s/3. 
(a) and (b) follow from uniform continuity of x,*/g on (-co, 0] and (g2), 
respectively; whereas, (c) is an application of uniform continuity of x on 
[-(t*+l),O]. We conclude that, for It-t*l<J, 
Ix, - xt* I g < c/3 + Ix,*lg C&/(3 lx!* I ,)I + s/3 = E, 
from which (B2) follows. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.2. In many instances one wishes only to deal with bounded 
continuous initial functions. We note that any such function is in UC, 
whenever 
g(s) -+ 02 as .~+-a. 
Remark 2.3. At a glance conditions (g2) and (g3) might seem somewhat 
restrictive. However, by no means is this the case. For example, (g2) holds 
whenever either g(s) = 1 on ( -cc, 0] or 
g(s) = exp( -YS) (2.7) 
or 
g(s) = (1 + I4 Y, P.8) 
where y 2 0. Notice that (g3) holds for (2.7) and (2.8). Perhaps the main 
significance of(g3) is that this condition will allow us to determine which 
positive orbits (see Definition 3.1) are precompact in a C, space. Finally, 
we wish to emphasize that conditions (g2) and (g3) often arise quite 
naturally whenever an integral is involved. For results along these lines, we 
refer to [ 11. We will need some of the results of [ 1, 71 in Section 3. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let c( 2 1 be a constant and let k : ( - co, 0] + (0, co) be 
a measurable function such that 
I 
0 
k(s) ds < co (2.9) 
-m 
and 
sup k(s - T)/k(s) < L(T) 
s c 0 
(2.10) 
for some continuous function L: (0, co) + (0, 00). Further, let MO denote 
the space of measurable functions that map (- co, 0] into R”, where 4 and 
$ in MO are said to be equivalent if 4(s) = Ii/(s) a.e. on (-co, 0] and 
4(O) = $(O). Define 
and, for a given r > 0, define 
Kc,. := {f$EMk,r:#is continuouson [-t-,0]}. 
We define norms on Mk,cr and ML,,, respectively, b  
1141 Mk,z := ll$llk,. := j” 44 IdW ds]“‘} (2.11) -cc 
and 
ItdM;,, := lkhl;,~ :=max max I&)L (2.12) ~r<s~O . . lo -m W WW ds]““}. 
It can also be shown that the spaces Mk,r= (Mk,=’ )I .ilk,+) and ML,. = 
(M;., II.11 ;,,) are admissible and (B3) holds for 
K= s ’ k(s)ds 
and M(t) = L(t). 
-72 
In fact, the norms on M,,. and Mr& are equivalent, respectively, to the 
norms 
ll~ll!w := I&O)1 + j-” 
-30 
k(s) I#(s)l” ds]‘-’ (2.13) 
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and 
11411;,, := pIyyo I&s)1 + (2.14) . . 
The norms defined by (2.13) and (2.14) are those used extensively by 
Coleman and Mizel [2] as well as in many other papers including [ 111. 
However, as we shall indicate in the remaining sections of the paper, it is 
sometimes more beneficial to use the norms given by (2.11) and (2.12). 
This especially istrue as far as Razumikhin-type comparison techniques are 
concerned. 
3. AN INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE AND APPLICATIONS 
Invariance principles that have been developed in various branches of 
differential equations universally rely on properties of omega limit sets of 
solutions. We continue with this tradition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let B be admissible and suppose x : ( - a, cc ) + R” is 
such that X,,E 5 and x is continuous on [0, a). Then the set 
{x,: 120) (3.1) 
is called the positive orbit of x in B. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let IIS be admissible and suppose x: ( - co, co) -+ R” is 
such that x, E B for all t>O. The o-limit set of x, denoted by Q[x], is 
defined by 
Q[x] := (-) Cl{x,: T 2 t} 
f>O 
and consists of the limits (in El) as t, + cc of sequences {xl,}. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A set T contained in D is said to be semi-invariant 
with respect to (2.1) if, for every $ in T, there exists a function 
x:(-00, m)+R” such that 
6) x0=+; 
(ii) x, E T for all t in (-co, co); and 
(iii) x is continuously differentiable and (2.1) holds on (- co, co). 
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For each $ in T, we denote the set of such functions by TT, and we 
define 
T” := u T;. 
lLtT 
T is said to be positive semi-invariant with respect o (2.1) if, for each II/ in 
T and all solutions x($) through $, we have that x,($)E Ton any interval 
[0, a), 0 < a 9 co, for which x(@)(t) is defined. 
Convention. When we state that a set is semi-invariant (positive semi- 
invariant), we shall mean that it is semi-invariant (positive semi-invariant) 
with respect o (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let x be a solution of(2.1) on [0, co) such that {x,: t > 0} 
is precompact in B. Then Q[x] is non-empty, compact connected, and semi- 
invariant. Furthermore, 
x, -+ QCXI as t-+cO. 
Remark 3.1. As f is bounded on Q[x] when x is bounded, there exists 
a constant c > 0 such that 1 y’(t)1 <c for all t in R and y in Q”[x]. 
This means that the elements of Q[x] (and 9” [x] ) are uniformly equi- 
continuous functions. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows from [ 12, Theorem 11. Also, see [ 11, 
Theorem 3.21. In particular, this result is proved in these two papers under 
weaker hypotheses. An essential ingredient is that {x,: t > 0} is pre- 
compact. Often it is straightforward to show that x(t) is bounded on 
[0, co), but precompactness of {x,: t > 0) does not always follow from this. 
The main impetus of [7] is to establish sufficient conditions for which 
boundedness implies precompactness in certain admissible spaces. With 
this in mind, we state Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 below. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let B be an admissible space. B is said to be a strong 
fading memory space if, in (B3), 
M(t) -+o as t+co. (3.2) 
It is straightforward toshow that UC, is a strong fading memory space 
if g satisfies (gl) and (g2) and 
lim sup [ g(s)/g(s - T)] = 0. 
T+sc sso 
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A special case is g(s) = eYS, y> 0. Likewise, M;,. is a strong fading memory 
space if k satisfies (2.9) and 
lim L(T)=0 in (2.10). 
T-s 
THEOREM 3.2 (cf. [1 l] or [7]). Let B be a strongfading memory space, 
and suppose x: ( - co, co) -+ [w” is such that x0 E B. If 
x is bounded and uniformly continuous on [0, co), (3.3) 
then {x,: t 2 0} is precompact in B. Moreover, $x(t, + s) + +6(s) as t, -+ cc 
uniformly in s on every compact subinterval of (-co, 01, then $ E US and 
IX& - 4 B -+Oas t,+w. 
THEOREM 3.3 [7]. Let g be a function which satisfies (gl), (g2), and 
(g3), and suppose x: (-co, GO) + Iw” is such that x0 E B. Zf (3.3) holds and 
I%h)lld~) + 0 as s+--co, (3.4) 
then {x,: t 2 0) is precompact in C,. 
Note that if g is exponential in Theorem 3.3 (that is, g(s) E exp( -ys) on 
( - co, 0] for some y > 0), then (3.4) is not needed to ensure precompact- 
ness of {x,: t > 0). This follows since, for this case, M(t) = exp( - yt) in 
(B3), so Theorem 3.2 can be applied. 
Let W: D + R be a continuous functional and suppose G is a closed 
positive invariant subset of D. We consider the condition: 
if x is a solution of (2.1) such that x(t) is bounded on [0, co), 
then lim, j co W[x,] exists (and is finite). (3.5) 
For the functional W and a constant c in R, define 
E,(c) := { 4 in G : there exists a solution x = x(d) 
such that W[x,] 5 c for all t Z 0}, 
and let M,(c) denote the largest semi-invariant subset of E,(c). Now, set 
Ew := u E,(c) and M, := u M,(c). 
c c 
Obviously, M, is the largest semi-invariant subset of E,. 
THEOREM 3.4 (An Invariance Principle). Let W: D + R be a continuous 
functional and let G be a closed positive invariant subset of D such that (3.5) 
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holds. Then, for any solution x of (2.1) such that x0 E G and the positive orbit 
{x,: t >O} is precompact in B, Q[x] E M,(c)for some c in R. Thus, 
x, + M,(c) as t-+cO. 
Proof Define 
c= lim W[x,]. 
t-m 
Since W is continuous, we have that W[$] = c for any tj in G[x]. 
Consequently, the theorem follows from semi-invariance ofsZ[x] and the 
definitions ofM,(c) and E,(c). 
Even though there are results uch as Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 concerning 
precompactness of positive orbits, it still is evident that Theorem 3.4 often 
will not be enough to enable us to gain much information about the 
behavior of solutions of (2.1). In fact, there are several issues that must be 
resolved before this theorem can be made applicable. Inparticular, in order 
to apply Theorem 3.4 to a given equation, it is necessary to determine an 
appropriate space B as well as a functional W. Then (3.5) must be verified, 
followed by a statement regarding the structure of M,. 
In the remainder of this section, our efforts concentrate on alleviating 
some of the difficulties outlined in the previous paragraph. We pursue the 
course taken by the authors in [lo]. That is, we apply Liapunov- 
Razumikhin techniques. 
For a function V: R” + [0, co) having continuous first partial 
derivatives, we define its derivative with respect o (2.1) by 
where “.” represents the usual inner product on R”. Thus, V;,,,, is a 
continuous functional on D. Furthermore, if x is a solution of (2.1), then 
J’;2.1jC~,rl = grad J’Cx(t*)l .f(x,*) =$ Cb(t))l,=,*. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A pair (V, W) is said to be a Liapunov-Razumikhin 
pair for (2.1) if V: R” + [0, cc) and W: D + [0, cc) are such that V has 
continuous first partial derivatives, W is continuous, and properties (LR 1) 
and (LR2) below hold. 
For every p > 0 and 4 in D such that d-p ED and 4 
is continuous on C--p, 01, we have V[qf~(O)l < W[q5] < 
max(max-p6sGo VC$(s)l, m-,1 1. Ml) 
#ED and 0~ V[d(O)l = W[dl imply V;,.,,[dl GO. W2) 
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Note that property (LRl) provides a connection between V and W 
alone; whereas, (LR2) provides a relationship between V, W, and Eq. (2.1). 
The notation 4 --p in (LRl ) is just a right translation of 4; namely, 
d-p(s):=q5-p+s), SGO. 
In trying to establish asymptotic stability ofthe zero solution of a given 
system, one often wishes to use a function V which has a minimum at 
x = 0. One such function, or course, is V(x) = Ix/. However, this function 
does not qualify to be a member of a Liapunov-Razumikhin pair in the 
strictest ense due to the fact it is not differentiable at x = 0. On the other 
hand, it is well-known that this lack of differentiability causes very little 
difficulty in applications. In particular, one merely employs an upper-right 
derivative at any t for which x(t) = 0. (See, for example, [ 141.) With this 
in mind we consider the next formal remark. 
Remark 3.2. For reasons that will be made clearer when we deal with 
examples, we will be interested inspaces B for which property (LRl) holds 
whenever 
VCXI = I.4 and WC41 = 141 B’ 
For example, this is true for any (admissible) C, space since, for each 
P > 0, 
Qmax{-yyo l#(s)l/&), SUP l4(-P+s)llg(-P+s)f . . SGO 
<maxi max M(s)L w Id-,(s)l/&)) 
--p<S<O SQO 
Gmax{p;c;~o I&)L Id-,I,) . . 
= max{ py:;co UW)l, Wd-,I 1. . . 
Property (LRl ) also holds for IEI = Milk,= or B = M ;,, where k is positive, 
measurable, j” m k(s) ds = 1, and, for each d > 0, 
sup [k(s - a)/k(s)] + so k(s) ds < 1. (3.6) 
S<O D 
Remark 3.3. We can construct a Liapunov-Razumikhin pair from a 
function V: R” --) R and a space B by defining 
Utbl := sup K% VCrbb)l) 
SGO 
(3.7) 
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for any 4 in B for which h(s, I’[&)]) is bounded for s ~0 and W is 
continuous at $, where we assume: (i) h : ( - 00, 0] x [0, co) -+ [0, co); 
(ii) h(s, u) Q u and h(0, u) = u for all s GO, v > 0; and (iii) h( ., v) is non- 
decreasing for every fixed u > 0. 
Remark 3.4 (The Finite Delay Case). It should be noted that we can 
embed the finite delay case into an admissible space setting. For instance, 
let g be a function which satisfies (gl ) and let B be an admissible C, space 
(such as UC, with (g2) holding). Further, let r > 0 and suppose g(s) E 1 on 
C-r, 0] and, in (2.1), f(d)=f($) whenever &S)=+(S) for s in C-r, 01. 
Then (2.1) becomes an equation with finite delay r. Of course, if r = 0, then 
(2.1) reduces to an ordinary differential equation. 
Define 
if -r<s<O 
if sd-r 
and W[d] by (3.7). Using Remark 3.3 we obtain that (LRl) is true. 
Property (LR2) simply means that 
%I,C44 GO whenever 0 < V[#(O)] = pm<a$O V[d(s)]. . . 
This is an original Razumikhin-type condition and one that is exploited 
in [lo]. Thus, in some sense (LR2) is a natural extension of a Razumikhin 
condition from finite delay to infinite d lay. We note that other extensions 
of Razumikhin conditions to infinite d lay have been used in [ 13-15, 171. 
The following is a special case of a comparison principle in [S]. We will 
rely on this result. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let x be a solution of (2.1) on [0, co ). Then (LRl ) and 
(LR2) imply that W[x,] is a nonincreasing function of t; consequently, 
lim 1 _ o. W[x,] exists. 
The next result follows immediately from Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. Thus, it 
can be regarded as an updated invariance principle. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let B be an admissible space, and suppose (V, W) is a 
Liapunov-Razumikhin pair for Eq. (2.1). Further, suppose G is a closed, 
positive invariant subset of D and x is a solution of (2.1) on [0, co ) such that 
X,EB and {xI:t>O} is precompact in B. Then Q[xl~E,(c) for some 
constant c; consequently, x, + M,(c) as t + co. 
As was mentioned previously one of the main motivations of this work 
is to pride a general theory which allows for the study of asymptotic 
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constancy of solutions. A special case of this involves asymptotic stability 
considerations. In the remainder of this section, we provide several conse- 
quences of Theorem 3.6 related to asymptotic stability. Corollary 3.1 
provides a general, but not definitive, asymptotic stability result and is 
illustrated by Examples 3.1-3.3. These three examples are designed 
primarily to indicate how various spaces and norms can play a vital role. 
However, it is Example 3.4 in which we are most interested inthis section. 
Example 3.4 is reasonably simple to understand, but one that is intended 
to illustrate s veral key points. For instance, among other things it 
demonstrates how a family of phase spaces often is useful and can arise in 
a natural fashion. 
For the next result recall that UC, is UC, for g(s) = 1. This, in turn, is 
BUC-the space of bounded uniformly continuous functions on (- co, 0] 
with sup norm. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose 0 E D, f (0) = 0, and ( V, W) is a 
Liapunov-Razumikhin pair for Eq. (2.1) such that 
(i) V[O] = 0 and V[x] > 0 for all 1x1 # 0, 
(ii) 4 in UC, n D and 0 < V[#(O)] = W[d] imply V;,,,,[#] ~0, and 
(iii) 4 in UC, n D implies 
WC41 G SUP VCd(s)l. 
S<O 
(iv) there exists a neigborhood N of 0 such that 4 in N implies 
{x,(4): t >O} is precompact (in IE!), 
then the zero solution of (2.1) is asymptotically stable. 
ProoJ Assumption (i) and Theorem 3.5 imply that the zero soution is 
stable. Therefore, for all E > 0 there exists 6> 0 such that SUP,<~ Id(s)1 < 6 
implies Ix(t, d)I <E for ail t Z 0. From (iv) we can choose 6 sufficiently 
small that (~~(4): t>O} is precompact whenever SUP,<~ Id(s)I ~6. To 
prove asymptotic stability, it is sufficient to prove that the set M,(c) is 
empty for every c > 0 as designated in Theorem 3.6. 
Suppose not. Then, there exist a c>O and $ in M,(c). Let YEQ~ [$I. 
Then y is differentiable, y E UC,, and W[ y,] = c on R. The inequality 
(LRl) implies V[y(t)] <c for all t in R. So condition (iii) in the 
hypothesis implies that supsa V[ y(t + s)] = c. Thus, there exists a 
sequence {tn} such that V[y(t,)] -+ c as n + co. Since Q[ y] is compact 
and semi-invariant, we can assume y,” -+ z0 as n + co, where z is differen- 
tiable and uniformly continuous on R and z. E Q[y]. Then W[z,] = c for 
505/86,‘1-2 
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all t and V[z(O)] = c. By (LRl), V[z(t)] = V[z,(O)] < W[z,] = c for every 
t in R. Therefore V[z(t)] has a maximum at t = 0. Consequently, 
dV[z( t)]/dtl I= 1. = 0, which contradicts assumptions (i) and (ii). The 
corollary is proved. 
Remark 3.5. Condition (iv) was included in the statement of the above 
corollary in order to allow for more flexibility regarding the choice of phase 
space of a given problem. If we assume B is a strong fading memory pace, 
then (iv) is a consequence of the remaining conditions of the corollary. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. For a simple illustration of Corollary 3.1, consider the 
scalar equation 
x’(t)= -x(t)+J’O p(s)x(t+S)(jS-X(t)jO q(s)x2(t+,s)ds, (3.8) 
-cc -cc 
where p, q : ( - co, 0] --t (0, co) are measurable and satisfy (2.10) with p 
satisfying (3.6) and 
lim sup [q(s - T)/q(s)] = 0. 
T=+a, s<O 
Let M,,, n M,,, be a phase space for Eq. (3.8) and set 
V[x] :=x2 and 
If I&O)1 >j’!m P(S) I4(s)l 4 then 
V’Cfj]< -I((o)l’J-” q(s)X2(t+S)dsd0. 
-m 
Therefore, the conditions of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied and the zero 
solution of (3.8) is asymptotically stable. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. The result in the previous example can be generalized to 
the system 
x’(t)=F -x(t)+JO p(s)x(t+s)ds-X(t)G(x,)], 
[ 
(3.9) 
-cc 
where x(t) E R”, p has the same properties as in Example 3.1, F: R” + R” is 
continuous, F(x). u > 0 whenever x . u > 0, G: B + R” is an absolutely 
continuous functional defined on a strongly fading memory space B, and 
finally, G(b) >O whenever Id(O)1 > 0 and 4 E UC, (= UC, with g(s) = 1). 
Let us choose M,,, n B as a phase space and use V(x) := lx)* and 
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W[#] := (II& ‘,,,). Then Corollary 3.1 implies asymptotic stability of the 
zero solution of (3.9). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Consider the equation 
0 
x’(t)= -h(x(t))+h g(-x2(t))x k(s) x2(s) ds (3.10) 
-cc 
in a phase space UC,,,n k~!~,~, where l/g satisfies (gl), (g2) and 
lim., m sup, G o g(s - T)/g(s) = 0 with the additional restriction that 
g(s) < 1 for s < 0. We assume k: (-co, 0] -+ (0, co) is measurable, 
j”m k(s) ds = 1, and (3.6) holds for k. Further, let k: R -+ R be a 
continuous strictly increasing function and define 
V[x] :=x2 
and 
j” 
-m 
k(s) 4’(s) ds)“‘}‘; 
where G: (- co, 0] --f [0, co) is strictly increasing, G(0) = 1, and 
g(s) < G(s) for all s < 0. If 0 < V[d(O)] = I+‘[#], then 
’ 
l/2 
k(s) d2(s) ds d I&O)l and G(s) Ms)l G kW)l. --m 
so, 
dg - 
(i 
' 
-cc 
4s) d2(s) ds) 4 (-j-O 
-m 
k(s) 42(4 ds) 
Therefore, 0 < V[@O)] = IV[d] implies V;3,1oj [4] < 0. That is, the condi- 
tions of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied and the zero solution of (3.10) is 
asymptotically stable. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. In this example we illustrate how the invariance principle 
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(Theorem 3.6) can be used in connection with a family of C, spaces. 
Consider the scalar linear homogeneous equation 
x’(l)=L(x,)= -ax(t)+bx(t-r)+Jr C(t-s)x(s)ds, (3.11) 
-cc 
where L(d) = -ad(O) + Z$( -r) + f”oo C( -s) 4(s) ds. We assume a > 0, 
r 2 0, and C: [0, cc ) + R is continuous with 
lb] +j” IC(-s)l ds=m<a. 
--co 
(3.12) 
Now,letm*betakensothatm~m*<a,andletg:(-~,O]~[1,co)be 
chosen such that g satisfies (gl), (g2), and (g3) with g(s) = 1 on C-Y, 0] 
and 
161 +I0 IC(-s)l g(s)ds<m*<a. 
-0s 
(3.13) 
That such a function g can be constructed follows from Atkinson and 
Haddock [l]. Among the results we will show 
if 4 E C,, then the solution x(#)(t) of (3.11) satisfies X(~)(C) -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
To prove this, though, we need to consider additional C,-type spaces. In 
particular, let 2: ( - 00, 0] + [ 1, co) be chosen such that 2 satisfies (gl ), 
(g2), and (g3) with g(s) E 1 on C-Y, 0] and 
lb1 +I0 IC(-s)l g(s) g(s)ds<m*<a. 
-cx 
Again, the existence of 2 follows from [ 11. 
Next, define g* = gg. It follows immediately that g* also satisfies (gl), 
(g2), and (g3) with g*(s) - 1 on C-r, 01. Likewise, it is straightforward to
show that L in (3.11) is completely continuous and Lipschitzian o C,. , so 
we have the standard existence-uniqueness re ults for the admissible space 
UC,, . Furthermore, we note that 4 E C, implies 4 E UC,. since 
I~(~)l/g*(~) + 0 as s+--a. (3.14) 
We now prove that if x is a solution of (3.11) on [0, co) such that 
x0 E C, (the original space); then x(t) + 0 as t -+ 00. We do this by showing 
first hat x(t) is bounded and then that the positive orbit (x,: t >, 0) is 
precompact in C,. 
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Define the function V by V(x) =x2/2 and note that 
Gll)(t> x,) 
=x(r) -ax(t)+bx(t-r)+jf C(t-S)X(S)dS 
-cc 1 
B Ix(t)1 
[ 
---a Ix(t)1 + JbJ Ix(t-Y)I +j’ 
m 
IC(t-s)) g*(s)#ds]. 
Thus, if Ix(t)1 = Ixllg*, then Ix(t-r)l 6 Ixrlg. since g*(s)- 1 on [-r,O]. 
As a result we have 
< Ix(t)1 
[ 
--a Ix(t)l + 161 I.w,* + IxJp j’ IC(t-s)l g*(s) ds -cc 1 
= l.w2 
i 
--a+ lb1 + jr ICC -s)l g*(s) ds -cc 1 
GO, 
whenever Ix(t)1 = (xllge. 
Define the Liapunov-Razumikhin pair (V, W) by V(x) := 1x1 and 
W[b] := l4lg* and note that 
&.11)(tY x,1 d -u Ix(t)/ + lb1 Ix(t--r)l +j’ 
-cc 
IC(t-s)l g*(s$$$ds], 
where v;3.1 ) (t, x,) is the upper right-hand derivative in case Ix(t)1 = 0. 
Thus, if Ix(t)1 = Ixrlgl, then Ix(t - r)l < Ix,1 g. since g*(s) = 1 on C-r, 01. 
We have 
&.,&, x,) 6 [--a Ix(t)l + Ibl IxWl,. j;, IC(t-s)l g*(s) ds] 
= Ix(t)1 --a+ 161 +jr IC(-s)l g*(s)ds 
c -cc 1 d 0, 
whenever Ix(t)\ = lx, I g.. Clearly, 
q3.ll)(G x,) -c 0 if O< Ix(t)1 = Ixrlg*. (3.15) 
Using this inequality one can glean from [S, pp. 406-4071 that x0 E C,* 
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implies x(t) is defined and bounded on [0, co) and W[x,] = Ix,1 + c as 
t + cc for some c > 0. In particular (3.5) holds. 
Next, suppose q+* E C,. satisfies the condition that (xJqS*): t201 is 
precompact in C,.. By Theorem 3.4 (with G = Cg.), we have 
xt(#*) + M,,,(c) c E,(c) + 0 as t-03 
for some ~20, where, for this case, 
E,(c) = (I) E c,. : Wx,($)l = Ix,(lcI)I g* = c, t 2 q. 
We will show that c=O. Let $ E,?,(C). Then [x,($)1,*-c on [0, co) 
implies the existence of to > 0 such that 
Ix($)(to)l = I~,,WIg* = c. 
If c>O, then it follows from (3.15) that (d/d) Ix($)(t)l,=,,<O, which 
contradicts that Ix(ll/)(t,,)l =max,,, Ix(tj)(t)l. Hence, c=O and 
x,(4*) + M,(O) = E,(O) = {Ol as t+cO. 
Thus, x(#)(t) + 0 as t -+ co. 
Finally, let 4 E C,-the original space. Then x(4)(t) is bounded on 
[0, co) and &s)/g*(s) + 0 as s + -co. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that 
the positive orbit {xl(#) :t > 0} is precompact in C,.. By the arguments in 
the previous paragraph, x(d)(t) --t 0 as t + co. 
Remark 3.6. (a) In the previous example we illustrated how a family of 
spaces can be employed to obtain (global) asymptotic stability results. In
particular, we saw that the solution x = 0 of (3.11) is globally asymptoti- 
cally stable with respect o any C,-space for which g satisfies (gl)-(g3) and 
Ibl +JO ICC-s)l g(s)ds<a. 
--oo 
(3.16) 
This was accomplished by using the existence of a 2 and then a g* so that 
4 E g implies the positive orbit “through” 4 is precompact in C,.. Of 
course, this same process can be continued to prove that x = 0 is globally 
asymptotically stable with respect to C, and C,,. We have already 
mentioned that the existence of such functions (which satisfy (3.16)) follows 
from [I]. (b) If 4 is a bounded continuous function, then x(d)(t) + 0 
as t + co since 4~ UC, for any g which satisfies (gl)-(g3) and (3.16). 
(c) It is interesting initself tonote that (g3) permits us to consider initial 
functions which are unbounded on (-co, 01. It is even more important to 
realize that the allowance of unbounded functions is precisely what gives us 
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conditions from which we can determine which positive orbits are pre- 
compact (cf. Theorem 3.3). (d) We chose to consider a linear example in 
Example 3.4 in order to illustrate the main points while using fairly simple 
computations. If we consider a nonlinear equation such as 
x’(t)= -ax3(t)+?^f C(t-s)x3(s)ds, (3.17) 
-m 
with 1” m (C( -s)l ds < a, then we first choose a function h which satisfies 
(gl)-(g3) and sym IC( -s)l h(s) ds<m* <a. Next, we define the function 
g= h’j3 and notice that 
j-” lc(-$11 63W~~l~l:~o ICC-~11 g3LW 
-cc -m 
= 14/;j” ICC-s)l g3(sW 
-m 
(3.18) 
Finally, we proceed as in Example 3.4 with the same pair (l’, W) and use 
(3.18) to obtain global asymptotic stability of(3.17) with respect o C,. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC CONSTANCY OF VALONC SOLUTIONS 
In this final section we apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain sufficient conditions 
for V[x(t)] to tend to a constant as t + cc for solutions x of (2.1). 
A prototype of the equations we wish to consider is 
-x(f)+ax(f-r)+b[’ p(s)x(t+s)ds , 1 (4.1) -cc 
where a,b<O, a+b=l, and p:(-co,O]+(O,co) is measurable with 
J”m p(s) ds = 1. Al so, we assume F is continuous with F(0) =O. Thus, 
every constant function is a solution of (4.1). We will be interested incon- 
ditions to ensure that each solution of (4.1) tends to a constant as t + co. 
In particular, the results of this section extend Theorems 2.2, 3.1, and 3.3 
from [lo]. 
For a function V: R” -+, define 
K, := {fj E B: I/[+(s)] = V[r5(0)] for all s GO}. 
We use the following lemma which extends Theorem 4.2 of [9]. We omit 
the proof of this lemma since it can be obtained in a fashion very similar 
to that of [9, Theorem 4.21. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let V: R” + [0, 00) and W: D --+ [0, 00) be continuous, and 
let G be a closed positive invariant subset of D. Further, suppose x is a 
solution of (2.1) on [0, co) such that X0 E G, (x,: t > 0) is precompact, and 
Q[x] G K,. Ij- 
lim W[x,] = c (O<c<a) 
t-r00 
and 
4 E K,n G n UC, implies W[I] = V[4(0)], (4.2) 
then 
lim V[x(t)] = c. 
Iem 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ( V, W) be a Liapunov-Razumikhin pair for Eq. (2.1), 
G be a positive invariant subset of D, and x be a solution of (2.1) on [0, 00) 
such that: 
(i) x,, E G and (x,: t > 0} is precompact, 
(ii) 4 in Gn UCI, V;,,,,[d] =O, and 
sup VC4b)l= VC&O)l = WC41 
SGO 
imply 4 E K,, and 
(iii) for every c>O there exists a T= T(c)>0 such that 4 in 
Gn UC,, W[d] =c, and 
sup VC4b)l G WC41 = imply WC41 = sup VC&s)l. 
SGO --T<S<O 
Then 
lim V(x( t)) = c. 
t-cc 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 4.1, it is sufficient to show that 
Q[x] E Ky. If 
lim W[x,] = 0, 
I--rnj 
then W[b] = 0 for every 4 in Q[x]; consequently, V[&s)] -0 for s 60 
and C$ in Q[ x]. So, we can assume 
lim W[x,]=c>O. 
r-a; 
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Then, condition (iii j implies 
sup nY(s)l= c = WY,1 for tinR, 
I- 7-<s<r 
where T= T(c) is defined in (iii) and y E sZ”“[x]. Therefore, there exists a
t* in [0, T] such that V[y(t*)] = W[y,.] = c. Consequently, V[y(t)] has 
a maximum at t = t* and we have that V’[ y,*] = 0. By condition (ii), 
V[ y(t* +s)] = W[ y,.] for all s ~0; that is, 4 E K,. This implies 
Q[x] &K,, which is what we wanted to prove. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the scalar equation 
x’(t)=F -x(t)+[O 
C 
p(s)x(t+s)ds  1 (4.3) -m 
where p satisfies the same properties as in Example 3.1, F is continuous, 
strictly increasing, and F(u) > 0 for u > 0. Let [EB = G = A4,,, i V(x) = x2, and 
WC91 =maxh&W St, p(s) Ms)ldsl’. 
Then 
v’C41 := v;,,,C13=mco,F[-~(0,+/” ~(sMs)dr]: 
-* 
therefore, V[#(O)] = W[#] implies ”oc p(s) Id(s)1 ds < Ib(O)l, from which 
it follows that (V, W) is a Liapunov-Razumikhin pair. Hence, each 
solution x of (2.1) is bounded and uniformly continuous on [0, k ). 
Theorem 3.2 implies that (x,: t >O} is precompact. If I” [$I = 0, 
VC~VJ)I d Wdl for s<O, and UcW)l = W#l, then sym p(s) I4b)l ds 
= Id(O)I, which is possible only for the case Id(s)I = I&0)1. Thus, 4~ K, 
and (ii) of Theorem 4.1 holds. Suppose now that 4 E UC, n M,,, and 
sup n4b)l G Wdl. 
cc<A<O 
Then 
for every T > 0. Recalling that f?m p(s) ds = 1 and using the simple fact 
that WC41 = CfZ 2 p(s) ds + J? T p(s) ds] W[4], we see that 
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Therefore, Theorem 4.1 implies that every solution of (4.3) with initial 
function in UC, tends to a constant as t -+ cc. 
In the following two lemmas we use the notation 
C”H={h,+h,+ ... +h,:hj~H,i=l,...,n) 
for HG(-c0,0), and Z+ will denote the set of positive integers 
(Z’ = (1,2, 3, . ..}). 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf a subset H of (-co, 0) is nonempty, then either 
(a) for every E > 0 there exists a positive integer n such that 
contains elements u and v with Iu - VI <E or 
(b) there exists N in Z+ and a real number T > 0 such that 
HG {-T, -22, -32, . ..} and 
n(--co, -NT]={-NT, -(N+l)r, -(N+2)2 ,... }
ProoJ Define 
cc 
z=inf U-V:U,VE u C”H,u>v . 
n=l 
If t = 0, then there exist uk, vk in 
such that uk - vk + 0 and uk > v,; that is, we obtain case (a). So, let r > 0. 
Then there exist U, v in 
such that 0 < u - u < r + r/2. Obviously, 
nu,(n-l)v+u,(n-2v)+2u,...,nuE c C”H for all n in Z+. 
n=l 
If N,k[-u/(u-v)]+l, then (N,-l)u<N,u<(N,--1)~. Therefore, 
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N,uE[(N,-l-k)u+ku, (N,-k-2)u+(k+l)u] for some k in Z+, 
0 <k < N, - 2. From the definition of t this is possible only if N,u = 
(N,--k-l)u+ku for some k. Hence, -u=(N,-k)(u-u) and -u= 
(N, -k - l)(u - u). In this way we obtain 
{ -N(u-u), -(N+ l)(u-u), -(N+2)(u-o), 4 c F Z”H 
f?=l 
for some N in Z+. If w< -N(u-v) and 
WE c C”H, 
?I=1 
then WE[-(N+k+l)(~-u), -(N+k)(u-u)] for some k in Z+. So, 
from the definition fz we obtain w = (N+ j)(u - u) for some j in Zf ; that 
is, 
(-co, -N(u-u))n 
Let 
a,be fi C”H 
II=1 
be arbitrarily chosen with a < b. Then 
(k-l)b+a,kbE E C”H 
tI=l 
for all k in Z+. Hence, if kb-c -N(u-u), then (k-l)b+a, 
kbE{-N(u-u), T(N+ 1)(24-u), -(N+2)(u-u), . ..}. In particular, 
kb- [(k- l)b+a]=b-a>u-u. This implies that u-u=7 and 
(--co, -NT]n G C”H ={-NT, -(N+l)r-(N+2)r,...}. 
L > 
Now, let b E H and k E Z+ such that kb < - N(u - u). Then kb, (k + 1)b E 
{-NT, -(TV+ l)r, -(N+2)2, .,. >. Therefore, there exist jl, j, in Z+ such 
that kb=(N+j,)z and (k+ l)b=(N+j,)?. Hence, b=(j,-j,)r. Conse- 
quently, Hc { -7, -25 - 3~, . ..}. and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
The following lemma can be proved in an elementary fashion; we omit 
the proof. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let h : R + R be a continuous function and H be a nonempty 
subset of (- co, 0). Suppose h(t*) = 0 (t* E R) implies h(t* + s) = 0 for all s 
in H. Then 
(a) h(t*)=O implies h(t*+s)=Ofor ails in 
(b) if h is uniformly continuous on R and H satisfies property (a) in 
Lemma 4.2, then h(P) = 0 for some t* in R implies 
and 
lim h(t) = 0; 
,+cC 
(c) tf h is untformly continuous on R, H satisfies property (a) in 
Lemma 4.2 and if there exists a sequence (t,} such that t, -+ GO as n + co 
and h(t,) = 0 for each n, then h(t) s 0 on R. 
For a subset H of (-co, 0] and a function V: R” + R, we define the set 
K,(H) := (4 in B: V[d(s)] = V[#(O)] for all s in H}. 
Note that K,(( - co, 01) = K, from our previous notation. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a closed positive invariant subset of D and H a 
nonempty subset of ( - 03,0), and suppose (V, W) is a Liapunov-Razumikhin 
pair for Eq. (2.1). Further, suppose x is a solution of (2.1) on [0, co) such 
that 
(i) x0 E G and {x,: t B 0} is precompact, 
(ii) q5~Gn UC,, V~2.1~[~] =O, and 
SUP VC&)l = VCtW)l = WC41 imply 4 E G(H), 
SGO 
(iii) H satisfies hypothesis (a) (in Lemma 4.2), 
(iv) for every c > 0 there exists T = T(c) > 0 such that cj in 
G n UC,, W[d J = c, and 
SUP U&)1 d WC41 imply SUP VCt4s)l= WC#l. 
SGO --T<s<O 
Then 
exists. 
lim V[x(t)] 
t-cc 
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Proof: Let lim IVEx,] = c > 0 and suppose 4 E Q[x]. For any element y 
in 52; [xl, we have W[ y,] = c and, consequently, V[ y(t)] <c. The condi- 
tions of Theorem 4.2 show that the function defined by V[ y(t)] - c 
satisfies all conditions of (c) in Lemma 4.3. Therefore, V[ y(t)] - c = 0 for 
every t in R; in particular, 4 E K,. As 4 was chosen arbitrarily, we have 
that Q[x] c K,. The assertion now follows from Theorem 3.5 and 
Lemma 4.1. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Again, consider Eq. (4.1) 
x’(t)=F -x(t)+ax(t-r)+bj“ 
[ 
p(s)x(t+s)ds , 
-cc 1 
where a, b, r are positive constants, a + b = 1, F is continuous and strictly 
increasing with F(0) = 0, p(s) 20 for s 6 0, i”3c p(s) ds= 1, and p is 
continuous and satisfies 
SUP Cp(s-~)/P(s)l+~” P(S)dSGl for all c( > 0. 
SSO -a P(S) > 0 
Claim. Every solution of (4.1) with initial function 4 in UC, has a finite 
limit as t --t co. 
To show this, define 
V[x] = x2 and W[q5] = max 
We have that 
Let G=R and H:= (sdO:p(s)>O). Since p(s)>0 and J”,p(s)ds=l, 
the set H satisfies property (a) in Lemma 4.2. If W[d] = V[d(O)], then 
I& -r)l G Id( and f?,p(s) Id(s)I ds<IqWI. Hence, (V, W) is a 
Liapunov-Razumikhin pair for (4.1). Since V[x] + cc as 1x1 -+ cc, it 
follows from the ideas of the comparison principle arguments of [8] 
that every solution x of (4.1) with initial function 4 in ML,, is defined and 
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bounded on [0, co). Thus, from Theorem 3.3, each positive orbit {x,: taO} 
with x0 in UC1 is precompact with respect to the norm 11. /‘,,i. If the 
assumptions of (ii) in Theorem 4.2 hold, then 
O=F 
K 
-Icw)l +a Id( +q” -* P(S) i&)l q 
and, therefore, I#( -r)l = I&O)1 and I&s)1 = lq5(O)l for all s<O. That is, 
PEEK,. If 4 is continuous with l&s)1 <c for all s ~0 and W[q5] = c, 
then either I& -r)l = c or j?oo p(s) Id(s)1 ds= c. Since s’?oo p(s) l&s)1 ds 
= c and l&s)1 d c for every s 6 0 imply l#(s)l = c for all s in H, we have 
that (iv) is satisfied and the claim now follows from Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a closed positive invariant subset of D and H a 
nonempty subset of (- 00, 01, and suppose (V, W) is a Liapunov- 
Razumikhin pair for Eq. (2.1). Further, suppose x is a solution of (2.1) on 
[0, co) such that 
(i) x0 E G and {x,: t > 0} is precompact, 
(ii) q5 in G n UC,, V;,.,,[e5] = 0, and 
SUP VC4s)l= VC4(0)1= WC41 = c 
SbO 
imply 4 E K,(H), 
(iii) 4 in Bn UC, and 
inf W(s)1 2 CWI 
SEH 
imply V;2,1, < 0, and 
(iv) T/[&s)] <c for all s in (- c0,0] implies W[$] <c. 
Then 
exists. 
ProoJ: Let 
lim V[x(t)] 
t-m 
lim W[x,] = c > 0. 
,-CC 
Then V[ y(t)] < c for all y in GF[x]. We assert hat V[ y(t)] is identically 
c for all t in R, and hence, Q[x] c K,. Then we can apply Lemma 4.1 from 
which Theorem 4.3 follows. 
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Define 
a(y)=li,mEf V[v(t)]. 
Condition (iii) implies that 
(c - Ud(O)l, c - )$ ~C&)l) 
is a Liapunov-Razumikhin pair for Eq. (2.1) on Q[x]. Consequently, the 
function defined by 
is a constant function of t from which we deduce that c1( y) < V[ y( t)] for 
every t in R. So, V[ y(t)] = c for all t in R is equivalent o a(y) = c. 
Suppose cr = CX( y) < c for some y in 52” [xl. We will show that this leads 
to a contradiction. From condition (iv) it follows that there exists a t* in 
R such that V[y(t*)] = c. Employing Lemma 4.3, we obtain that H 
satisfies (b) in Lemma 4.2; that is, there exist N > 0, r > 0 such that 
H c (-7, -22,... } and (UC”H) n (- co, -NT] = (-NT, -(N+l)r, 
-(N+ 2)2, . ..}. Th en condition (ii) implies that V[ y(t* - 6 - Nr - nz)] 
= c for all n = 1, 2, . . . . Define Q2, by 
Q,:= (4 in a[~]: V[&nr)]=c,n=O, 1,2, . ..}. 
Set e(t) := (c + 2c,)/3 - [(c- c,)/3r] tand, for all I$ in Q,, define t(d) by 
t(fj)=sup{sin C-r, 01: V[f$(s*)] >e(s*) for all s* in C-r, s)}. 
Now, let u = inf{ t(4): 4 E Q,}. S ince the elements of 52, are equicontinuous 
functions and yt. - Nz E Q,, we have that - 7 < u < 0. Obviously, if { #,} is 
a sequence in Q, such that #n(s) + 4(s) uniformly on every bounded 
subinterval of (- co, 01, then 4 E Q,. So, we can choose a $ in s2, for 
which V[t,+(u)]=e(u). Then dV[ll/(t)]/dtI,=,= V;2.,j[$u] <de(t)/dtl,=.= 
-(c- c,)/37 < 0. On the other hand, we have that II/-,,, EQ for all 
12 = 1, 2, . . . . so V[$( --n7 + u)] se(u) for all n = 1,2, . . . . Thus, condition 
(iii) implies that I’[$,] ~0, and this is the contradiction we sought. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider the equation 
x’(t)=F -x(t)+ f a,x(t-i) 
[ 
, 
i= I 1 (4.4) 
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where F: R + R is continuous, strictly increasing, F(u) u > 0 for all u 4 0, 
ai > 0 is constant for each 
i = 1, 2, . ..) jj, ai = 1, 
and 
a, + SUP [(ai+ lIlai 6 1. 
I= 1,2,... 
Then a,+,/a,< 1 -a, < 1, SO ai+1 < (1 -a,)‘a, 
4 E C,, where g(s) = l/[(l - al)s’2], then 
i= 1 i=l 
for all i=O, 1,2 ,.... If 
Therefore, we can choose C, as a phase for Eq. (4.4). Now, it is easy to see 
that the set G = { 4 in C,: 4(s) > 0 for all s 6 0) is positive invariant with 
respect o (4.4). Let us define 
V[x] =x 
and 
W[fj] = max on G. 
Clearly, V[d(O)] d W[dl. W e assert hat, for any 1 b h > 0, the inequality 
w[$] 6 max ( max V[4(s)l, WI&h1 1 
-h4s<O 
holds. To prove this, set 
A = ,y:, 4(s - h), . . 
B= -y<y<, d(s - h), and . . 
C= f ai -ycyxo~(s--h-i). 
i=l . . 
Since 
(4.5) 
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we have 
g, ai max &s-ii) -1GSGO 
<max C, UrB+ f aio’3,‘,aix, #(S--h-) 
i j=2 - ’ I 
=max C,QrB+ f ai+1 
i 
max f$(s-/I---) 
i= 1 --I<S<O I 
<max(C, a,Bf sup (ai+,/ai)C<max(C, B}). 
i= 1,2,.. 
Therefore, 
W[fj] <max{max{A, B}, max{C, B)} 
=max{A, B, C} fmax{A,max{B, C>}, 
which implies that (4.5) is valid for any O<h 6 1. Now, let h =n + h*, 
where O,<h*< 1 and FEZ+. Then 
dmax{ max --I--h*~sGO J%Wl WL -h*Sl 
d ... <max{ max 
-n--h*<s<o ~C$e)l~ WL-h’l) 
establishes the validity of (4.5) for 0 <h. If V[&O)] = @‘[I J, then 
and, from Eq. (4.4), V&)[Q1] d 0. It follows that (V, 6’) is a Liapunov- 
Razumikhin pair; moreover, the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. 
We conclude that each solution of (4.4) with initial function in G tends to 
a finite limit at t -+ co. 
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